Selling Your Soul And Possession

The concept of selling your soul was created by Christians in the Faust opera it was social attack on how usury and gold lust had taken over the society. The idea of the story being a contract for your soul to the Devil was a metaphor for a contract with the lender you get now but pay later. It’s just a Christian social commentary.

The unfortunate aspect is the Christians got their economic ethics from Satanist philosophers like Aristotle. Who wrote about proper economic principals and was against usury. Aristotle was a Pagan and a member of the Serpent Priesthood of the golden chain of Pythagoras. The Christians tried to turn them into secular characters. To include them into the new society.

Pythagoras is a serpent tile of the Python serpent the symbol of Dionysus, Zeus.

Also note the created divide in Europe came from two sources; people like Luther who wanted to throw the Pagan philosophers out and go totally Hebrew, and people like Bruno who wanted to throw the Christian dross out and make a pure return to the Pagan philosophers. One side created the reformation and the other the Renaissance.

It’s the Christian church that wants your soul. You have to literally hand your soul over to Jesus so that an evil Hebrew force can come and live inside of you and possess you from the inside and then make you do horrible things to the world and society. Like hate your own family, roast other humans alive, chop them apart, genocide two hundred million other humans off the earth and such in the name of the evil force of the "holy" ghost of Jehovah that possesses you and feeds off your energy.

Satan as the ancient texts tell us. Is the Father of our soul. He gave us our soul so we could empower our soul and reach the level of the Gods and be free.